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Details of Visit:

Author: lufthansa
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 22 Sep 2015 2:30
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Rosebud London Escorts
Website: http://www.rosebudescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07532032076

The Premises:

Very nice modern and spacious flat within a few minutes walk of Paddington Station. She is actually
the flatmate of Ruby who I saw earlier in the month. Ruby got the better room with en-suite shower
whereas Marybeea's shower is more communal (but OK). It might be interesting if both girls are
working and clients meet in the hallway or noise travels through the walls!

The Lady:

As photographed and all natural. Beautiful body. A couple of corrections to the agency listing - she
is Spanish and not Eastern European. Also a little older than the stated 22 years. However, neither
of these points was an issue for me. Marybeea has only been seriously speaking English for 7
months or so and her level of fluency is OK (actually very good for only 7 months) but not perfect.

The Story:

This was a 90 minute/2 pop visit. A nice greeting and then down to some mouthwork. A bit of 69 (oh
my that is definitely a sweet place to go ...) and then into missionary to complete round 1. Faultless.
Smalltalk and a massage and into round 2. I was a little boring and chose more oral, 69 and
missionary for round 2 - stop for a rest and then 69 to completion. The completion was actually
done manually which I normally take issue with because I can do that sort of thing myself so a bit
more oral might have been preferable. Having said that, here I am writing this review 6 hours later
and I still have this dull ache downstairs so something obviously went well!
There is a lot more to be discovered here. Normally I like to try a few positions but this time I failed
to do that. It is obvious that I need to visit again.
One of my visions is for a duo and Ruby/Marybeea would be good candidates for this. I spent an
enjoyable time with each of them although they are both different animals - so I wonder how a duo
might go. So much to do and so little time .....
Bottom line for Marybeea is 9 out of 10. I only drop the point because the smalltalk was a little
limited by her lack of English fluency although I suspect in a few months time that will be taken care
of.
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